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Researchers have used the stock price reaction to firms' disclosures of investment in information technology to in-
vestigate the value of those investments. This paper extends that research to include knowledge management
(KM). In particular, we test whether and how KM is valued by market participants by examining the stock market
reaction and future performance of companies receiving the “Most AdmiredKnowledge Enterprise” (MAKE) award,
which recognizes companies that excel at KM. MAKE awards are generated based on opinions gathered from
experts using the Delphi method, a well-known group decision support tool. We find that MAKE winners: (1)
experience positive abnormal returns around the award announcement, (2) report superior operating performance
relative to their peers subsequent to the receipt of the award, (3) receive upward analyst forecast revisions follow-
ing the award, (4) experience a positive upward stock price drift following the award, and (5) that the market has
taken time to learn how to process and interpret information useful in valuing KM. Thus, our findings contribute to
the literature by finding that market participants value KM and KM apparently positively influences accounting
performance indicators. In addition, a unique feature of our study is that we investigate the market's response to
information gathered using the Delphi method, an information source not previously investigated in stock price
reaction literature.

© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

While there is no single accepted definition for knowledge manage-
ment (KM), a typical definition is processes and systems that allow the
creation, storage, transfer and application of knowledge, typically to
facilitate and support decision making (e.g., Alavi and Leidner [1]). KM
activities commonly include the sharing of information and best prac-
tices within the firm, identifying internal experts, and facilitating the
exchange of information among employees. Both academics Nicolas
[30] and practitioners Quast [34] have argued that knowledgemanage-
ment positively impacts the quality of decision making. Thus, it is not
surprising that expenditures on knowledge management grew from
$400 million in 1994 to $34 billion in 2007, and were expected to ex-
ceed $150 billion in 2012 GIA [18]. However, skeptics label KMa poten-
tial management fad (e.g., [32,38,17]). Further, most analyses of impact
of KMondecisionmaking typically have focused on internal assessment
of impact on decision making and are qualitative Nicolas [30].

As a result, we are interested in assessing value through an exter-
nal and quantitative metric, the stock market. Previous researchers
ess, 3660 Trousdale Parkway,
089-0441, United States. Tel.:

rights reserved.
in information systems have used the stock market price reactions to
determine the ultimate decision making value of information systems.
For example Dos Santos et al. [15] explored the relationship between
stock market prices and a firm's information technology investment
announcements. Im et al. [22] used an expanded sample and integrated
a number of control variables into the analysis, such as firm size, and
found a relationship between stock market prices and firm announce-
ments of information technology investments. Accordingly, the purpose
of this paper is to determine if stock prices respond to information
about firms that excel at knowledge management.

Rather than using firm-initiated information disclosures, we exam-
ine the effect of an alternative source of information. In particular, this
study examines the stock market reaction to, and future performance
of, companies receiving the “Most Admired Knowledge Enterprise”
(MAKE) award. MAKE awards are generated based on using the Delphi
method, a well-established group decision support tool (Gray [19]).
MAKE awards are granted annually to acknowledge companies that
excel in using KM to enhance organizational wealth APO [2]. The win-
ners include public, non-public, and not-for-profit organizations. Exam-
ples of public companies winning a MAKE award include: Apple,
Caterpillar, Google, Toyota, Siemens, and 3M. Examples of non-public
and not-for-profit firms winning a MAKE award include: the BBC, the
Hong Kong Police Department, the Korean Water Resources Agency,
KPMG, and the U.S. Navy.



1 MAKE awards are issued by various geographic regions (e.g., North America, Asia,
and Europe), as well as an overall global award. Thus, firms may win more than one
MAKE award per year if they win an award in their geographic region and a global
award.
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We hypothesize that if the issuance of a Delphi-based MAKE award
provides new information to market participants, and does not simply
duplicate existing available information, stock priceswill react positive-
ly to news of receiving a MAKE award. Thus, the MAKE award provides
decision making information about the impact of KM using a key deci-
sion support tool, Delphi.

Our first test examines the abnormal stock returns of the winners
during the five-day window surrounding the MAKE award announce-
ment. Investigating changes in firm value during a short event window
provides strong evidence on whether KM superiority is causally related
to increased firm value. We perform our tests using all U.S. publicly
traded MAKE winners from 2001 through 2008 with available data,
consisting of 247 MAKE awards. Our event study test finds significant
mean abnormal returns of 1.23%, consistent with the award providing
new information to the market about the value of KM intangibles, and
with themarket not fully impounding the value of KM prior to the issu-
ance of the MAKE award.

Our second set of tests compares the MAKE winners' future oper-
ating performance with their peers. We find that the MAKE winners
outperform their peers during the year following the receipt of the
award (after controlling for past performance), which corroborates
our stock price tests and is consistent with KM improving sharehold-
er value through superior future operating performance. Our third
set of tests finds that analysts make upward revisions to their
earnings-per-share forecasts following the MAKE award announce-
ments, consistent with the awards conveying new information
about future performance that was not previously impounded in
analysts' forecasts. Our fourth set of tests finds that abnormal returns
continue to be positive for theMAKEwinners over the year following
the announcement of the award. This upward post-announcement
stock price drift is consistent with the award announcement not
fully resolving all of the informational difficulties that investors
have in trying to interpret the value implications of KM.

Finally, our last set of tests repeats our stock market reaction and
future operating and stock price performance tests after partitioning
our sample on whether the MAKE was awarded in the first half
(2001–2004) or in the second half (2005–2008) of our sample period.
We perform these tests because the MAKE award is relatively new,
suggesting that market participants may be learning how to interpret
the information communicated by the MAKE. We find that, while the
MAKE winners' future operating performance is superior to that of
their peers in both halves of our sample period, the positive short win-
dow reaction to the MAKE awards occurs only during the second half,
and the upward post-announcement drift occurs only during the first
half. This means that during the first half of our sample period market
participants do not react immediately to the announcement of the
MAKE award, but that stock prices drift upwards over this period as
the winners exhibit superior operating performance. In contrast, during
the second half of our sample period market participants react fully to
the announcement of the MAKE award during the short window, with
no future upward stock price drift. Taken together, these results are con-
sistent with the MAKE identifying superior performing firms during the
entire sample period, butwithmarket participants still learning this dur-
ing the first half of the sample period.

Our study makes three important contributions to the literature.
One is that we are the first to find evidence that KM leads to higher
stock prices. This is an important finding because KM intangibles
have not been previously studied, and while management invest-
ments in KM have grown rapidly in recent years, the benefits from
KM are controversial (e.g., Fotache [17]). Second, we find that those
same firms with better knowledge management generate superior fu-
ture accounting performance (e.g., return on assets) when compared
to their peers, establishing a relationship between firm performance
and KM. Finally, the MAKE process chooses the winning firms using
the “Delphi” method. As a result, our final contribution is we show
that information generated by the Delphi method results in a positive
stock market reaction, which suggests that the Delphi method
provides a decision making tool that is useful as a means of creating
information for markets.

The remainder of the study proceeds in the following manner.
Section 2 discusses the sample selection of MAKE winners investigated
in this paper. Section 3 presents our analysis and results, Section 4
presents sensitivity analysis, and Section 5 summarizes our conclusions.
2. The MAKE Awards: sample selection, data and information
conveyed

MAKE awards are issued periodically by Teleos, an independent
international research organization of knowledge management profes-
sionals, to recognize companies that are global leaders in transforming
enterprise knowledge into wealth creating ideas, products and solu-
tions. The MAKE winners are chosen by expert panels using the Delphi
method, a technique used to obtain consensus decisions from groups of
experts. Prior research indicates that theDelphimethod results in group
decisions that are superior to the decisions of the individual members
(Dalkey [14]). The panels comprise leading KM experts, Fortune 500
executives and organizational learning experts, from a balanced mix
of publicly held, privately held, and not-for-profit organizations (APO
[2]; Chase [13]). There are no more than four panelists from any one
organization and the panels range from 750 to 3000 members. The
objective of the Delphi method is to aggregate the divergent beliefs of
the individual experts and converge on a collective decision.

The Delphi selection process consists of three or four rounds of the
experts anonymously sharing views among themselves, where the
experts' identities are not revealed to one another. In the first round,
each panelist nominates one or more organizations (public, non-
public, or not-for-profit) based on KM-related criteria that indicate su-
perior KM, along with information to support their nominations. In
the second round, the first round choices and supporting explanations
are anonymously shared among the panelists and another set of
nominations is made. Firms that are short-listed by 10% or more of
the panelists are included in the third round and the panelists are
asked to formally score each of the third round finalists on a Likert
scale from one to ten based on eight criteria related to KM: success in
establishing an enterprise knowledge culture; top management
support for managing knowledge; ability to develop and deliver
knowledge-based goods/services; success in maximizing the value of
the enterprise's intellectual capital; effectiveness in creating an envi-
ronment of knowledge sharing; success in establishing a culture of con-
tinuous learning; and effectiveness of managing customer knowledge
to increase loyalty/value; and ability to manage knowledge to generate
organizational wealth. The scores are equally weighted across eight
criteria, and the firms with the highest scores are selected as the
winners. The criteria uponwhich theMAKEwinners are chosen include
the judges' assessment of management's ability to use KM to generate
organizational wealth. This is important for the purpose of our study
because we test whether superior KM indeed leads to improved share-
holder value. If superior KM does not lead to improved firm perfor-
mance, we are unlikely to find a positive reaction to the MAKE winner
announcements. For the remainder of the paper we will focus on the
outcome of the Delphi process in the form of the MAKE awards, rather
than the process.

MAKE winners are announced through emails to the members of The
KNOW Network, followed by the issuance of a public press release. The
winners are announced by geographical region periodically throughout
the year,with no pre-determined announcement dates.1Winners include



Table 1
MAKE Award Distribution by Year and Industry.
This table reports the number of MAKE awards awarded between 2001 and 2008 by
industry (Panel A) and by year (Panel B) for firms with available CRSP data. Industries
are based on the 12 Campbell (1996) industry classifications.

Panel A: MAKE awards by industry

Industry N %

Consumer Durables 75 30
Services 66 27
Capital Goods 52 21
Petroleum 24 10
Basic 16 6
Construction 7 3
Finance/Real estate 5 2
Transportation 1 b1
Utilities 1 b1

Total 247 100

Panel B: MAKE awards by year

Year N %

2001 12 5
2002 9 4
2003 22 9
2004 41 13
2005 41 17
2006 47 19
2007 38 15
2008 37 15

Total 247 100
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a variety of organizations, including public corporations, government
entities, non-public business enterprises, andnot-for-profit organizations.
2.1. Sample selection and data

Webegin our data collection by searching the Factiva and LexisNexis
databases for news announcements of the MAKE winners. This search
identifies 425MAKE awards, with the earliest winners announced dur-
ing 2001.2 After excluding MAKE winners that do not have data in the
CRSP database (primarily non-listed companies such as Ernst & Young
and not-for-profit organizations such as NASA), we reduce our sample
to 222 observations. We then obtain press release dates directly from
Teleos for another 25 publicly traded MAKE winners that we cannot
identify in the Factiva and LexisNexis databases.3 This process results
in a final sample of 247 MAKE awards issued to 46 distinct companies
from 2001 through 2008.4

We obtain stock returns, prices, and shares outstanding data from
the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP). We obtain analysts'
earnings forecasts from the U.S. Institutional Brokers Estimate Sys-
tem (I/B/E/S), Summary History–Summary Statistics (with Actuals)
dataset. The data are for all U.S. firms, from the annual and quarterly
Compustat North America Merged Fundamentals, XPF Tables, datasets.
We use the following data and variable definitions: Stockholders' Equity
(Compustat item SEQQ), Net Income (Compustat item NIQ), Total Assets
2 The KNOW Network website reports that the first MAKE award was announced in
1998, but during our analysis we were able to identify only sporadic news announce-
ments prior to 2001. Thus, we begin our sample with the 2001 awards.

3 Teleos issues a press release publicly announcing the MAKE winners. To establish
the validity of the 25 press release dates obtained directly from Teleos, we compare
the dates of the MAKE announcements of a sample of 97 Teleos press releases for
which we also have news announcements and find that the Teleos dates match the
news announcement dates in all but three cases, and in those cases the press release
dates are within one day of the news announcement dates.

4 Hendricks and Singhal [21] examine the market reaction to 91 quality award an-
nouncements issued to 32 firms over the period 1985–1991.
(Compustat item ATQ), Sales (Compustat item SALEQ), Cash Flows from
Operations (Compustat item OANCFY), Book-to-Market (Compustat
items SEQQ /(PRCCQ × CSHOQ)), Return on Assets (Compustat items
NIQ/ATQ), Cash Flows from Operations over Total Assets (Compustat
items OANCFY/ATQ), and Return on Equity (Compustat items NIQ/
SEQQ). Our industry classification is based on the 12 industries in Camp-
bell [11].

Table 1 provides descriptive statistics of theMAKE awards by indus-
try and year. Panel A presents the number of MAKE awards by industry.
The Consumer Durables industry has the largest number of MAKEs,
with 30%, followed by Services with 27%. The Capital Goods industry
has the third largest number of MAKEs, with 21%, and the Petroleum
industry has the fourth largest number of MAKEs with 10%. The
remaining industries receive 6% or less of the awards.5 Panel B of
Table 1 lists the number and percentage ofMAKEwinners in our sample
by year, and indicates that the number of MAKEwinners increases over
time. Table 2 lists descriptive statistics for our MAKE winning firms
using data from the Compustat database. We report quarterly statistics
on each sample firm based on their average values over the period
2001–2008, equally-weighted by firm and winsorized at the first and
ninety-ninth percentile. Table 2 reports that the sample firms tend to
be reasonably large, with median assets of over $34 billion and median
sales of over $8 billion. Our sample firms are also financially healthy,
withmedian quarterly return on assets (ROA) of 1.9%,median quarterly
return on equity (ROE) of 4.7%, and median quarterly cash flow from
operations scaled by total assets (CFO) of 8.5%.6

2.2. Information conveyed by winning a MAKE award

Under market efficiency, stock prices are expected to already reflect
the market's estimate of the value of firms' KM prior to the receipt of a
MAKE award. This is because managers have incentives to communi-
cate the value of their KM to market participants, consistent with com-
panies including discussions of their KM activities in presentations
made to securities analysts (e.g., Carrig [12]). However, market partici-
pants are likely to find it difficult to value KM for several reasons.
Because information about KM does not appear on the balance sheet
and the information provided by management about their value is not
audited, it is difficult for managers to credibly communicate its value
to investors. In addition, the benefits fromKMactivities can varywidely
across firms. For example, in a collection of case studies that attempt to
learn why some firms do not benefit from their KM activities, Malhotra
[27] documents several cases of poorly conceived or designed KM
systems that do not improve firm performance. If it is difficult for the
market to discern, ex ante, which firms' KM initiatives are likely to
succeed and which are likely to fail, we expect the market to assign an
expected value to the probability that a firm's KM initiatives will im-
prove shareholder value. If the MAKE awards provide new information
about which firms are most likely to successfully implement their KM
initiatives, it should update this probability and thereby increase stock
prices.

To illustrate howwe expect theMAKE awards to impact share value
under the semi-strong formofmarket efficiency, we use the framework
proposed inHendricks and Singhal [21]. Let V equal the value associated
with successful KM activities, and let Pb be themarket's assessment that
the activities will be successful, before the MAKE award is announced.
5 The distribution of distinct firms across industries is Capital Goods (28%), Services
(20%), Consumer Durables (13%), Finance/Real Estate (17%), Construction (11%), Basic
(4%), Petroleum (2%), Transportation (2%), and Utilities (2%) industries.

6 Firm-level investments in KM are only sporadically available on a project-by-
project basis. The estimates in GIA [18] are industry-wide and include only sales reve-
nues generated from sales of KM software and KMmanagement services. KM impacts a
wide variety of activities across many functional areas and total firm level expenditures
are unavailable. Thus, we are unable to systematically examine KM dollar investments
at the firm-level.



Table 2
Descriptive statistics. Descriptive statistics for distinct MAKE awardwinning firms with available Compustat data. Statistics are quarterly average values for each of the 46 distinct
MAKE firms over the period 2001–2008, equally-weighted by firm in millions of dollars. Variable definitions: Stockholders' Equity (Compustat item SEQQ), Net Income
(Compustat item NIQ), Total Assets (Compustat item ATQ), Sales (Compustat item SALEQ), Cash Flows from Operations (Compustat item OANCFY), Book-to-Market (Compustat
items SEQQ / (PRCCQ × CSHOQ)), Return on Assets (Compustat items NIQ/ATQ), Cash Flows from Operations over Total Assets (Compustat items OANCFY/ATQ), and Return on
Equity (Compustat items NIQ/SEQQ).

Mean Median Standard deviation 25th percentile 75th percentile

Stockholders' Equity ($mm) 24,032 16,620 25,769 5,650 33,066
Net Income ($mm) 1,080 706 1,117 229 1,361
Total Assets ($mm) 121,925 34,396 271,851 14,367 95,482
Sales ($mm) 15,613 8,574 17,553 3,890 22,958
Cash Flows from Operations ($mm) 4,830 2,706 7,207 882 5,995
Market Value of Equity ($mm) 72,066 50,191 71,853 21,214 85,663
Book-to-Market 0.379 0.291 0.245 0.215 0.494
Return on Assets 0.024 0.019 0.020 0.009 0.038
Cash Flows from Operations/Assets 0.092 0.085 0.054 0.050 0.130
Return on Equity 0.065 0.047 0.084 0.028 0.075
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This means that stock prices will have impounded PbV as the expected
value of the firm's KM activities before the award is announced. If the
firm then wins a MAKE award, we expect the market to reassess the
probability that the firm's KM activities will be successful. If the new
probability after the award is Pa, then PaV is the portion of the
total value of the firm's KM activities impounded in price after
the MAKE award is announced. Thus, winning the award will in-
crease firm value by (Pa − Pb)V. This theoretical framework sug-
gests that the MAKE award will revise the market's assessment of
the probability that the winning firms' KM activities will success-
fully result in superior future performance.7

3. Analyses and results

3.1. Stock market reaction to winning a MAKE award

Our first test examines the abnormal stock returns of the MAKE win-
ners during the five-day window surrounding the award announcement
date. Becausewinning aMAKE is expected to update themarket's expec-
tations aboutwhichfirms' KMactivities are likely to bemost valuable, we
expect a positive stock market reaction to the announcement. We test
our prediction using a standard event-study methodology with cumula-
tive abnormal returns (CAR) computed over a five-day event window,
beginning two days before the announcement through two days after
the announcement (e.g., Binder [6]). We employ a five-day window be-
cause the MAKE awards are announced to members of the KNOW Net-
work via email one or two days prior to the official press release date,
which suggests news of the awardsmay be leaked prior to the official an-
nouncement date. In addition, the MAKE awards are relatively new and
the benefits of KM may be relatively unclear to market participants,
suggesting that market participants may be slow to react to the an-
nouncements. Specifically, we compute CAR as:

CAR−2;þ2½ � ¼
Xt¼þ2

t¼−2

ARt : ð1Þ

where: ARt ¼ 1
Nt

∑
i¼Nt

i¼1
ARit ; ARit = Rit − E(Rit); and t = (−2, –1, 0, +1,

+2); Rit is the return of the sample firm i on day t; E(Rit) is the corre-
sponding market return from CRSP on day t.
7 We also note that the market reaction to the MAKE award announcement is an ex-
ample of market efficiency with costly information (Grossman and Stiglitz [20]; Beaver
[5]; Ball [4]). Specifically, the information aggregation process in the MAKE award se-
lection procedure and the expertise extracted through this selection is costly for mar-
ket participants. Obtaining this information requires acquisition costs that do not
necessarily outweigh their benefits. These factors suggest that short-window event
returns can exist under market efficiency with costly information.
We report two z-statistics and two t-statistics that test the statistical
significance of the CAR, using the Pattell [31] Z-test and the Generalized
Sign Z-test, aswell as using the time-seriesmean abnormal returns as in
Brown and Warner [8,9] and the calendar-time abnormal returns as in
Jaffe [24] and Mandelker [28].8 The Z-tests are conventional, and the
t-statistics using the time-series approach are computed as follows:

t ¼
Xt¼þ2

t¼−2

ARt=
Xt¼þ2

t¼−2

S2 ARt

h i !1=2

ð2Þ

where: S2 ARt

h i
¼ ∑

t¼−6

t¼−244
ARt−AAR
h i2 !

=238; AAR ¼ ∑
t¼−6

t¼−244
ARt=239
h i

.

We use 239 days (−244 through −6) in the estimation period to
derive the standard deviation and restrict the analysis to firms with at
least 120 daily returns in the estimation period.

To implement the calendar-time test we first sort all firms into port-
folios by event calendar date. Next we estimate a portfolio standard devi-
ation from the time series of portfolio abnormal returns in the estimation
period, and use it to standardize the portfolio return. Our calendar-time
p-value from this test is based on a cross-sectional t-test of the standard-
ized portfolio abnormal return. We calculate the calendar-time t-statistic
as follows:

t ¼ CAAR−2;þ2½ �= SCAAR−2;þ2½ �=
ffiffiffiffi
N

p� �
ð3Þ

where: S2CAAR−2;þ2½ � ¼ 1
N−1∑

N

i¼1
∑
t¼þ2

t¼−2
ARt

 !
i

− 1
N
∑
N

j¼1
∑
t¼þ2

t¼−2
ARt

 !
j

2
4

3
52

;

CAAR−2;þ2½ � ¼ 1
N∑

N

j¼1
∑
t¼þ2

t¼−2
ARt

 !
; and i, j are firm indices.

Table 3 reports the results of the stock market reaction analysis.
Consistent with our prediction, we find a positive portfolio mean
abnormal return for the MAKE winners of 1.23%, which is significant at
p = 0.019 using the Patell Z-test, at p = 0.011 using the Generalized
Sign Z-test, at p = 0.059 using the time-series abnormal return
t-statistic from Brown and Warner [9.10] and at p = 0.035 using the
calendar-time abnormal return t-statistic from Jaffe [24] and Mandelker
[28]. The economic significance is captured through the impact of the
market reaction on firms' equity value. Evaluated at the mean and
median market value of equity for our sample firms of $72,066 and
$50,191 million (see Table 2), our findings are consistent with an
increase in market value of $900.8 and $627.4 million per sample firm,
respectively. Overall, our findings are consistent with the MAKE awards
8 The nonparametric generalized sign Z-test adjusts for the fraction of positive ver-
sus negative abnormal returns in the estimation period, instead of assuming a proba-
bility of half for a positive abnormal return.



Table 3
Market Reaction to Announcement for 247 MAKE Award Winners. This table reports
abnormal return around the announcement of news for firms that excel at KM.
Portfolio abnormal returns are the five-day cumulative abnormal returns surrounding
the announcement day for 247 MAKE award winners using standard event study

methodology (Binder, 1998). The CARs are computed as follows: CAR−2;þ2½ � ¼ ∑
t¼þ2

t¼−2
ARt ,

where: ARt ¼ 1
Nt

∑
i¼Nt

i¼1
ARit ; ARit = Rit-E(Rit); and t = (−2, –1, 0, +1, +2); Rit is the return

of the sample firm i on day t; and E(Rit) is the corresponding market return from CRSP on
day t.
P-values are based on statistics computed using two z-tests, and two t-tests following the
time-series mean abnormal returns as in Brown and Warner (1980, 1985) and the
calendar-time abnormal returns as in Jaffe (1974) and Mandelker (1974). We calculate

the time-series t-statistic as follows: t ¼ ∑
t¼þ2

t¼−2
ARt= ∑

t¼þ2

t¼−2
S2 ARt

h i !1=2

, where: S2 ARt

h i

¼ ∑
t¼−6

t¼−244
ARt−AAR
h i2 !

=238; AAR ¼ ∑
t¼−6

t¼−244
ARt=239.

We calculate the calendar-time t-statistic as follows: t ¼ CAAR−2;þ2½ �= SCAAR−2;þ2½ � =
ffiffiffiffi
N

p� �
,

where: S2CAAR−2;þ2½ � ¼ 1
N−1∑

N

i¼1
∑
t¼þ2

t¼−2
ARt

 !
i

− 1
N
∑
N

j¼1
∑
t¼þ2

t¼−2
ARt

 !" #2
; CAAR−2;þ2½ � ¼ 1

N

∑
N

j¼1
∑
t¼þ2

t¼−2
ARt

 !
; and i, j are firm indices.

Portfolio-level abnormal returns 1.23%
p-value (Patell Z) (0.019)
p-value (Generalized sign Z) (0.011)
p-value (time-series) (0.059)
p-value (calendar-time) (0.035)
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providing new information tomarket participants aboutwhichfirms' KM
activities are likely to benefit future performance.

Our findings in Table 3 are unlikely to result from the market's naïve
mechanical reaction to firms that receive major awards. Prior research
finds that the stock market does not always react positively to award re-
cipients, and firms that receive awards do not always outperform their
peers. Several prior studies examine the stockmarket reaction and future
performance of companies that receive awards such as the Malcolm
Baldrige Award and the J. D. Power and Associates Award (e.g., Hendricks
and Singhal [21]; Przasnyski and Tai [33]; Balasubramanian, Mathur, and
Thakur [3]). The results from this prior literature are mixed, with several
studies finding no significant reaction to the awards. Not finding a stock
market reaction to published news of awards examined in other studies
suggests that our results are not likely to be explained simply by the
award focusing the market's attention on the winners.
9 Brown and Perry [7] propose a method for extracting the halo effect from Fortune
Magazine's ratings of the Most Admired Companies. However, unlike the Fortune Mag-
azine ratings, which are ordinal rankings, the MAKE award is a binary variable. There-
fore, we extract the effect in our analysis by including past performance as a control
variable. We also perform sensitivity tests in Section 5 that control for the halo effect
by first orthogonalizing our future performance measures to past performance, as sug-
gested by Brown and Perry [7], and then using in our tests the future performance
measures that are purged of past performance (i.e., the residuals from the first stage).
3.2. Future performance of award winners compared to their peers

If KM impacts firm value through enhanced future performance, we
expect theMAKEwinners (who are firmswith superior KM abilities) to
outperform their peers, on average, subsequent to the receipt of the
award. We investigate this by comparing the MAKE winners' perfor-
mance with the performance of their peers using two tests. The first
test uses an ordinary least squares regression analysis to compare the
MAKE winners with a set of industry-peer firms during the quarters in
which the MAKEs are awarded. The second test uses a “propensity
scorematching” technique to compare theMAKEwinners' performance
with their peers. Both tests compare three performancemeasures: ROA,
ROE, and CFO, averaged over the four quarters following the quarter in
which the MAKE award is received, with data obtained from the
Compustat Quarterly database. We use the average of all available quar-
ters for firms with less than four quarters of available data following the
receipt of the award. In addition, both of our future performance tests in-
clude a measure of past performance in order to control for the so-called
“halo” effect (Brown and Perry [7]), which refers to the possibility that
the MAKE winners are chosen simply because of their past superior per-
formance. If the MAKE is chosen simply because the MAKE winners
performed well in the past, the past performance variable, rather than
the MAKE indicator variable will explain future performance.9

3.2.1. Performance comparison with peer firms matched on industry
Because the first peer group is matched only on industry, we com-

pare the MAKEwinners with this group by estimating the following re-
gression model that adds control variables capturing past performance,
total assets, and the book-to-market ratio:

FuturePerformanceit ¼ α þ β1Winnerit þ β2PastPerformanceit
þ β3Assetsit þ β4BTMit þ εit : ð4Þ

Where:

FuturePerformanceit ROA, ROE, and CFO, for firm i over period t,
which equals the average of the four quarters following the
quarter in which the MAKE award is received.

Winnerit An indicator variable indicating the observation is a MAKE
winner.

PastPerformanceit ROA, ROE, and CFO, for firm i over period t, averaged
over the four quarters prior to the quarter in which the MAKE
is awarded.

Assetsit Total Assets of firm i over period t, measured during the
quarter in which the MAKE is awarded. When quarterly
Compustat data is missing, we use the most recent quarter-
ly or annual data prior to the quarter in which the MAKE is
awarded.

BTMit Book-to-Market ratio of firm i over period t, measured during
the quarter in which the MAKE is awarded. When quarterly
Compustat data is missing, we use the most recent quarterly
or annual data prior to the quarter in which the MAKE is
awarded.

We cluster the regression residuals by firm and year to control for
potential correlations among the error terms. We include control vari-
ables for past performance, size, and the book-to-market ratio because
these variables are potentially related to future operating performance.
For the regression model in Eq. (4), and the related univariate analysis
described below, we winsorize the continuous variables at the first
and ninety-ninth percentile. A significantly positive coefficient on the
indicator variable capturing MAKE winners is consistent with the win-
ningfirms outperforming thematched peerfirms over the four quarters
following the announcement of the MAKE award.

Table 4, Panels A through C, present the results of our first analysis.
Panel A presents descriptive statistics for the 202MAKEwinning obser-
vations and Panel B presents descriptive statistics for the 51,665 peer
firms matched on industry, and all descriptive statistics are based on
quarterly data. Panel A indicates that mean future ROA, ROE, and CFO
is 2.9%, 6.2%, and 10.1%, respectively, for the 202 MAKE winning obser-
vations. Panel B indicates that the industry-matched peers are smaller
and perform more poorly compared to the MAKE winners in Panel A.
In addition, the book-to-market ratios of the peerfirms tend to be larger
than for the MAKE winners. Table 4, Panel C, presents the results of the
regression analysis and reports a positive coefficient on the indicator
variable capturingMAKEwinners in all three regressions, with a signif-
icance of p b 0.001. Thus, we find that when compared to the peers in
their industry, the MAKE winners report significantly higher future



Table 4
Future performance tests. This table reports results from four-quarters-ahead performance of MAKE winners compared to three matched samples: one based on industry only, a
second based on industry and same percentile of total assets, and a third based on propensity score matching. Panel A presents descriptive statistics of variables included in the
analysis for the 202 MAKE winners with available Compustat data during the MAKE winning quarter. Panel B presents descriptive statistics for 51,665 MAKE peer firms matched
on industry only. Panel C reports results from comparing future performance of the MAKE winners with that of the MAKE peer firms matched on industry only. This analysis re-
gresses FuturePerformance on an indicator variable (Winner) which is equal to 1 when the observation is a MAKE winner and zero otherwise, and control variables for past perfor-
mance (PastPerformance), total assets (Assets), measured in billions of dollars, and the book-to-market (BTM) ratio. Panel D presents descriptive statistics for 202 MAKE peer
portfolios matched on industry and same percentile of total assets. Panel E reports results from comparing future performance of the MAKE winners with the MAKE peer firms
matched on industry and same percentile of total assets. This analysis performs a univariate comparison of ROA, ROE, and CFO across the two samples. Panels F and G report results
from the propensity score matching procedure. FuturePerformance is ROA, ROE, and CFO averaged over the four quarters subsequent to the winning quarter, and PastPerformance is
the related performance measure averaged over the four quarters prior to the quarter in which a MAKE is awarded. When less than four quarters of data are available, we use all
available quarters. Regression residuals are clustered by firm and year to control for potential cross-sectional and time-series correlation. p-Values are in parentheses.

Panel A: MAKE winners (N = 202)

Mean Median Std dev 25th percentile 75th percentile

Future return on Assets 0.029 0.025 0.024 0.011 0.044
Future return on Equity 0.062 0.056 0.046 0.034 0.086
Future Cash Flows from Operations over Assets 0.101 0.097 0.057 0.061 0.138
Past return on Assets 0.029 0.022 0.023 0.011 0.043
Past return on Equity 0.059 0.053 0.043 0.036 0.080
Past Cash Flows from Operations over Assets 0.102 0.099 0.056 0.060 0.138
Total Assets 113,707 48,516 239,654 14,746 98,008
Book-to-Market 0.311 0.244 0.199 0.143 0.479

Panel B: MAKE peer firms matched on industry only (N = 51,665 peer firms)

Future return on Assets −0.025 0.004 0.094 −0.028 0.018
Future Return on Equity −0.099 0.011 0.424 −0.053 0.035
Future Cash Flows from Operations over Assets −0.015 0.022 0.163 −0.032 0.065
Past return on Assets −0.024 0.003 0.091 −0.029 0.018
Past return on Equity −0.057 0.011 0.253 −0.052 0.035
Past Cash Flows from Operations over Assets −0.012 0.021 0.149 −0.034 0.064
Total Assets 3,771 145 40,501 31 752
Book-to-Market 0.595 0.454 0.554 0.264 0.733

Panel C: Regression of future performance for MAKE winners (N = 202) and MAKE peer firms matched on industry only (N = 51,665 peer firms)

FuturePerformanceit = α + β1Winner + β2PastPerformanceit + β3Assetsit + β4BTM + εit

Dependent variable

Future return on assets Future return on equity Future cash flows from operations over assets

α −0.006 −0.059 −0.004
(b0.001) (b0.001) (b0.001)

Winner 0.014 0.066 0.020
(b0.001) (b0.001) (b0.001)

PastPerformance 0.679 0.721 0.816
(b0.001) (b0.001) (b0.001)

Assets 2.040E–05 1.148E–04 1.450E–05
(b0.001) (b0.001) (b0.001)

BTM −5.216E–03 9.129E–04 −9.430E–04
(b0.001) (0.840) (0.415)

N 51,867 51,867 51,867
Adj. R2 0.432 0.186 0.562

Panel D: Propensity score matching analysis–covariate balance

MAKE Firms Propensity matched
control sample

Difference in means Wilcoxon sign ranked test

Variable Mean Median Mean Median (p-Value) (p-Value)

Performance — Return on Assets (N = 186)
Assets 94,843 49,289 89,222 3,971 (0.845) (b0.001)
Book-to-Market 0.322 0.241 0.350 0.306 (0.135) (0.420)
Past return on Assets 0.028 0.022 0.023 0.016 (0.449) (0.067)

Performance — Return on Equity (N = 185)
Assets 93,802 48,516 73,590 3,941 (0.399) (b0.001)
Book-to-Market 0.321 0.241 0.380 0.325 (0.001) (0.056)
Past return on Equity 0.056 0.052 0.082 0.040 (0.399) (0.012)

Performance — Cash Flow from Operations over Assets (N = 180)
Assets 104,506 48,594 59,670 3,145 (0.077) (b0.001)
Book-to-Market 0.324 0.241 0.319 0.270 (0.772) (0.602)
Past Cash Flow from Operations over Assets 0.101 0.097 0.088 0.085 (0.021) (0.333)

(continued on next page)
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Table 4 (continued)

Panel E: Propensity score matching analysis — comparison of future performance

MAKE firms Propensity matched
control sample

Difference in means Wilcoxon sign ranked test

Performance variable Mean Median Mean Median (p-Value) (p-Value)

Return on Assets 0.029 0.024 0.017 0.013 (b0.001) (b0.001)
Return on Equity 0.063 0.053 0.038 0.038 (0.001) (b0.001)
Cash Flow from Operations over Assets 0.099 0.097 0.086 0.075 (0.092) (0.014)
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performance, after controlling for past performance, size, and the book-
to-market ratio as control variables.

3.2.2. Performance comparison using propensity score matching
Our propensity score matching analysis follows the approach

outlined in Mithas and Krishnan [29] (see also Rosenbaum and Rubin
[36]). First, we identify the treatment, the outcome of interest, and the
covariates. In our setting, the treatment is receiving the MAKE award,
the outcome of interest is the firm's performance (measured as ROA,
ROE and CFO), and the covariates are the firm's size, past performance,
and book-to-market. Second, we define the parameter being estimated.
Since we are interested in the performance of firms receiving a MAKE
award relative to their peers that do not receive a MAKE award, the
parameterwe estimate is the difference in performance after the receipt
of a MAKE award. Third, we identify the covariates associated with the
parameter we estimate (i.e., winning a MAKE award). While we do not
have a theory to help direct us in choosing these covariates, the descrip-
tive information in Panels B and C of Table 4 indicate that the MAKE
winners tend to be large, with lower values of book-to-market-to firm
and higher past performance when compared with their peers. Thus,
we use total assets, book-to-market, and past performance as covariates
to make MAKE winners.10

Our fourth step is to obtain our propensity scores by estimating
the following logit model:

MAKE ¼ α þ β1·Assetsþ β2·BTM þ β3·PastPerformanceþ ε: ð5Þ

The dependent variable,MAKE, is an indicator variable which equals
one if the firmwins a MAKE award, and zero otherwise. Assets and BTM
(book-to-market) are measured during the quarter prior to the quarter
in which the MAKE is awarded. PastPerformance is measured over the
year prior to the quarter in which the MAKE is awarded. We define
PastPerformance using three measures: past ROA, past ROE, and past
CFO. The sample consists of the MAKE winners and all firms within
the same industry and asset decile during the quarter prior to the quar-
ter in which the MAKE is awarded. We estimate Eq. (5) for each
industry-quarter. The propensity scores are calculated for each observa-
tion, for each of the three PastPerformance measures, by obtaining the
fitted values from Eq. (5).11

Our fifth step is to use a caliper matching algorithm, without replace-
ment, to identify one control firm for each MAKE firm. We require the
propensity score for the control firm to be within plus-or-minus 0.001
of the MAKE firm, and are able to identify a control firm within this
10 A limitation of this particular performance analysis is that there exists little theory
to guide us in modeling MAKE winners. However, we do not rely solely on the propen-
sity score matching test to draw inferences about MAKE winners' future performance.
Rather, we look at the preponderance of evidence across all three of our tests of future
performance.
11 We check the overlap of the propensity score support for MAKE firms and control
firms to determine if there are any MAKE winning firms which are outside of the sup-
port of the control firms. We find that the support for the MAKE firms is within the
support for the control firms, thus we proceed without dropping any treatment cases.
range for all MAKE winning firms. Table 4, Panel D, provides descriptive
statistics for the MAKE winners and the control firms we identify, along
with the differences between the treated firms and the propensity
scorematched firms. The panel reveals that the control sample identified
by the propensity score matching is quite similar to the MAKE winning
firms in terms of assets, book-to-market, and past performance. The
sample size decreases from 202 observations in each test because of in-
sufficient observations within some industry-quarters to estimate the
logit propensity score model.12

Our final step compares the future performance of MAKE winning
firms with the future performance of the propensity score matched
sample, and is presented in Panel E of Table 4. Panel E indicates that
MAKE winning firms experience significantly greater future perfor-
mance—in terms of ROA, ROE, and CFO—than the propensity score
matched sample, ROA and ROE at p b 0.001 and CFO at p = 0.092.
Thus, findings from the propensity score matching procedure provide
additional evidence that MAKE firms outperform their peers.

The two analyses of future performance presented in Table 4 provide
consistent evidence that theMAKE awards identifyfirms that outperform
their peers subsequent to receiving the award.
3.3. Analyst earnings forecast revisions following award announcements

Equity analysts are information intermediaries that are poten-
tially interested in the valuation implications of the MAKE awards.
Thus, in addition to investigating the stock market's reaction to the
announcement of the MAKE awards, we also investigate the reac-
tion of equity analysts. If the MAKE awards provide new informa-
tion about which firms are most likely to succeed at KM, we
expect that equity analysts are more likely to make upward revi-
sions to their annual earnings forecasts during the month following
the announcements. Finding that analysts make upward revisions
to their forecasts in response to the awards is consistent with the
awards providing analysts with new information about which
firms' KM activities are likely to benefit future performance.

We perform two analyses to test the reactions of analysts. Our first
analysis tests whether the average number of upward earnings fore-
cast revisions is larger than the average number of downward earn-
ings forecast revisions for the MAKE winners during the month
following the announcement of the award. If the MAKE awards pro-
vide new information about improved future performance, we expect
to find significantly more upward revisions than downward revisions.
Using the I/B/E/S databasewe compute the total number of upward and
downward revisions for all observations with available data, divided by
12 We estimate the propensity score model for subsamples of industry-quarter com-
binations. A few of these subsamples are small or the model that uses them does not
converge, which leads to a propensity score model not yielding reliable estimates
(i.e., no propensity score) in such cases. This results in the decrease of the sample size
from 202 observations.



Table 5
Analyst forecast revisions following MAKE award. This table reports results from anal-
yses of analyst forecasts. Panel A reports the average of each firm's proportion of revis-
ing analysts who revise their annual EPS forecast upward during month t + 1. Panel B
reports a comparison in the change of the mean consensus annual EPS forecast from
month t − 1 to month t + 1 between MAKE winning firms and a control group of
peer firms matched on same industry, year, quarter, and one percentile of total assets.

Panel A: The direction of analyst forecast revisions (N = 190)

Measure 1 ¼ Number of Upward Revisionstþ1
Number of Awards

Measure 2 ¼ Number of Downward Revisionstþ1
Number of Awards

Meannumber of analysts perMAKEwinner that revise upward (Measure 1) 3.084
Mean number of analysts per MAKE winner that revise downward
(Measure 2)

1.663

p-Value for difference in means (0.004)

Panel B: Comparison of the magnitude of analyst forecast revisions surrounding
the award month for MAKE winners versus a control sample of matched peer firms
(N = 160)

Mean p-Value from a
two-sample
t-test for com-
parison ofmeans

Median p-Value from a
two-sample
Wilcoxon Z-test
for comparison of
medians

Test sample:
MAKE winners

0.035 (0.034) 0.004 (b0.001)

Control sample:
matched peers

b0.001 (0.8925) b0.001 (0.840)

Difference
(test – control)

0.034 (0.028) 0.015 (0.005)
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the number of MAKEs with available data. Specifically, we calculate the
following two ratios, where time t is the award month:

Measure 1 ¼ Number of Upward Revisionstþ1

Number of Awards

Measure 2 ¼ Number of Downward Revisionstþ1

Number of Awards
:

ð6Þ

Table 5, Panel A, reports the results of this test. This analysis restricts
our sample to observations with consensus forecasts in the I/B/E/S
database during the month after the award month, which reduces our
sample to 190 observations. Panel A indicates that an average of 3.084 an-
alysts per MAKE winner revise upwards (Measure 1), and an average of
1.663 analysts per MAKE winner revise downwards (Measure 2), and
that the average number of upward revisions is significantly greater
than the average number of downward revisions at p = 0.004. Thus,
we find that the average number of upward forecast revisions is larger
than the average number of downward forecast revisions for the MAKE
award winners during the month following the announcement of the
award.13

Our second test investigates analyst EPS forecast revisions of MAKE
firms relative to a control sample. We first match each MAKE award
observation with a matched portfolio of firms in the same industry,
year, quarter, and percentile of total assets, where each portfolio
contains an average of 6.4 matched peer firms. Next we calculate the
revisions in analyst consensus EPS forecasts over the period month
+1 relative tomonth−1 (−1,+1),where the awardmonth is defined
13 We note that prior literature finds that analysts “walk down” their forecasts,
whereby forecasts at the beginning of the period tend to be optimistically biased and
forecasts at the end of the period tend to be pessimistically biased (e.g., Richardson
et al. [35]; Ke and Yu [26]). This means that most forecast revisions are downward.
Thus, our test, which assumes 50% of analysts' revisions are upward, is conservatively
biased against finding our result.
as month 0. We scale the analyst EPS forecast revisions by the analyst
consensus EPS forecast from the first month of each period and
winsorize at the first and ninety-ninth percentile for both the
MAKE firms and the peer portfolios. We then compute the mean
and median of the scaled revisions, and conduct a two-sample
t-test and a two-sample Wilcoxon Z-test to compare the means and
medians, respectively, between the MAKE firms and the matched
control portfolios.

Table 5, Panel B, reports the results of this test. The sample size for
the test period is constrained by the availability of I/B/E/S data for
both the treatment firm and the matched portfolios, and requires
forecasts for both the month before and the month following the
announcement. Thus, the sample size is reduced to 160 award observa-
tions.14 The first row reports the mean and median revision for the
award firm observations and indicates that both the mean and the
median are significantly positive, with values of 0.035 (p = 0.034)
and 0.004 (p b 0.001), respectively. The next row reports the mean
and median revision for the control matched portfolios and indicates
that they are both insignificant at conventional levels. The last row in
Panel B reports the differences in the mean and median revisions
between the award firm observations and the matched portfolios. This
analysis finds that the mean and median MAKE firms' revisions are
significantly higher than the matched portfolios' revisions, with values
of 0.034 (p = 0.028) and 0.015 (p = 0.005), respectively. Thus, Panel
B indicates that equity analysts make significantly larger upward
revisions to MAKE winners than to their peers during the months im-
mediately following the award announcement month.

Thus, for MAKE winners during the month following the award
announcement the average number of upward analyst forecast
revisions is larger than the average number of downward revi-
sions and analyst EPS forecast revisions for MAKE winners are
significantly higher than for their peers. Together, these findings
corroborate our short window market reaction results and provide
evidence that the MAKE awards communicate information about
which firms' KM activities are likely to benefit future performance.

3.4. Subsequent abnormal stock returns of award winners

It is only recently that companies have begun to make large in-
vestments in KM, and the MAKE awards are relatively new. There-
fore, the market may still be learning about the benefits of KM and
the credibility of the MAKE awards. If so, the market may not im-
pound all of the value relevant information about the award winners
around the announcement date. If so, and if the MAKE winners
outperform their peers, we expect abnormally high stock returns
for the MAKE winners to persist subsequent to the announcement
of the awards, as the market learns of their superior performance.
Thus, we examine the risk-adjusted one-year-ahead returns of the
MAKE winners.

We examine the subsequent stock market performance of the
MAKE winners using an asset pricing test that examines the Fama–
French intercepts (alphas) from a monthly time-series model of
MAKE portfolios (e.g., Fama and French, 1993 [16]). Specifically, we
form portfolios on July 1st of each year, where each portfolio consists
of all MAKE winners during the preceding twelve months. Fig. 1 pre-
sents a timeline for the construction of our portfolios relative to the an-
nouncement of the MAKE winners. We then calculate the portfolio
average return in excess of the risk-free rate for each month during the
subsequent twelve months, and regress these monthly portfolio returns
on the Fama–French factors, excess return on the market (MKT), small-
14 Note that the forecasted annual earnings during the month prior to the award an-
nouncement month must also be for the same year as the forecast during the month
subsequent to the award announcement month. This restriction results in dropping
seven observations.



15 Since we have no prediction for the effects on analysts' forecasts, we do not repeat
the tests in Table 5.

Fig. 1. Timeline for test of future risk-adjusted returns for portfolios constructed on MAKE winners. The figure plots the timeline for the analysis of one-year ahead abnormal returns
for portfolios constructed on MAKE winners. The first portfolio, constructed on July 1, 2001, includes all firms that received a MAKE award during the prior 6 months. Portfolios are
reconstructed on July 1 of each year t based on KM award winners during the prior 12 months. Our sample includes the monthly observations from July 2001 through December
2008 (N = 90). Each firm's monthly returns are obtained from the CRSP Monthly Stock File, and the monthly portfolio returns are obtained by averaging all firms' returns in each
month during the test period. The monthly portfolio returns are regressed on the four Fama–French and momentum factors: excess return on the market (MKT), small-minus-big
return (SMB), high-minus-low return (HML), and momentum factor (MOM).
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minus-big (SMB), high-minus-low (HML), and a momentum factor
(MOM). Specifically, we estimate the following model:

Ret–Rf

� �
pm

¼ αp þ β1MKT þ β2SMBþ β3HMLþ β4MOM þ εpm ð7Þ

where:

(Ret – Rf)pm
Month m equally-weighted return in excess of the one month Treasury
Bill, Rf, to portfolio p formed each July 1st and includes all MAKE winners
in our sample during the preceding 12 months.
MKT the monthly return on the stock market minus the return

on the one month Treasury Bill.
SMB and HML the respective monthly return to the size (small-

minus-big) and book-to-market (high-minus-low) factor
mimicking portfolios as described in Fama and French [16]

MOM the monthly return to the momentum factor mimicking
portfolio (Jegadeesh and Titman [25]; Carhart [10])

A significantly positive intercept in this regression indicates the
MAKE winners report abnormal stock returns over the year follow-
ing the MAKE awards portfolio formation date. Table 6 presents the
results of this analysis. The sample size is 90 observations, corre-
sponding to the number of months in the analysis (6 months of
returns for 2001, and 12 months of returns for 2002–2008). We
find that the coefficient on the intercept is significantly positive,
with a value of 0.9% (p = 0.005). This finding indicates that
MAKE winners continue to experience abnormal stock returns, on
average, during the year following the MAKE awards portfolio for-
mation date. This finding is consistent with market participants
finding it difficult to value KM, and with the winning of a MAKE
not fully updating market participant's expectations of the value
of KM to the winners.

3.5. Investor processing of KM information

Market participants may take time to learn how to process the
information about knowledge management provided by the
MAKE award. As a result, we conduct additional analysis to exam-
ine whether there is a learning effect. We begin by first partitioning
our sample on whether the MAKE is won during the first half of our
analysis (2001–2004) or the second half (2005–2008). We then re-
peat our tests of the short windowmarket reaction (Table 3), future
operating performance (Table 4), and future abnormal returns
(Table 6), for each of the two sub-periods.15 If the market is learn-
ing over time, we expect a stronger and more complete short window
market reaction during the second half of our sample period. Specifical-
ly, during thefirst half of our samplewe expect a relativelyweaker short
window reaction, and relatively greater post-MAKE-announcement up-
ward drift. However, a stronger market reaction to the MAKE award
during the second half of our sample period is also consistent with the
MAKE award becoming better at identifying superior performing
firms. Thus, we also track whether the MAKE award consistently iden-
tifies superior performing firms across both subsample periods.

Table 7, Panels A, B, and C report results from the short window
stockmarket reaction, future operating performance, and future abnor-
mal returns tests for the two subperiods, which correspond to the tests
reported in Tables 3, 4, and 6, respectively. Panel A indicates that while
the stock market reaction is insignificant during the early subperiod
(abnormal return = 0.76%; p-values: Patell Z = 0.237, Generalized
Sign Z = 0.263, time-series = 0.420, and calendar-time = 0.341), it
is significant and positive during the late subperiod (abnormal re-
turn = 1.46%; p-values: Patell Z = 0.001, Generalized Sign Z b 0.001,
time-series = 0.010, and calendar-time = 0.035). The insignificant
market reaction during the early subperiod contrasts with the signifi-
cantly positive reaction during the late subperiod, and is consistent
with market participants learning over time that the MAKE award pro-
vides information about firms with superior performance. This is con-
sistent with the award announcement not fully resolving all of the
informational difficulties that investors have in trying to interpret the
value implications of KM.

Panel B indicates that MAKEwinners experience superior future op-
erating performance in both subperiods, and this finding is consistent
across the three tests of future performance. Finding superior future
performance in both subperiods indicates that the MAKE consistently
identifies superior performing firms across the entire sample period.
Table 7, Panel B, repeats the future performance tests conducted in
Table 4, but for each subperiod. Our goal here is to investigate whether
the effect of KMon superior future performance pertains to both subpe-
riods. Panel B indicates that MAKE winners experience superior future
operating performance in both subperiods. Also, the results of superior
future performance for award firms are strong and consistent when
using future ROA and ROE, and slightly weaker, although generally
consistent, when using future CFO (using future CFO, superior



16 R&D is coded as zero for firms with missing values.

Table 6
Future abnormal returns for portfolios constructed on MAKE winners. This table re-
ports results from estimating future abnormal returns for portfolios constructed on
MAKE winners during 2001–2008. Portfolios are constructed on July 1st of each year,
and include all MAKE winners during the preceding 12 months. Monthly return data
are obtained from CRSP, and portfolio monthly returns are calculated each month as
the equally-weighted monthly returns for all firms in the portfolio. Portfolios are
rebalanced every year, and portfolio monthly returns in excess of the monthly risk-free
rate (Ret − Rf)pm, are regressed on the four Fama–French and momentum factors:
excess return on the market (MKT), small-minus-big return (SMB), high-minus-low
return (HML), and momentum (MOM). The monthly risk-free rate is the return on
the one month Treasury Bill.

(Ret − Rf)pm = αp + β1MKT + β2SMB + β3HML + β4MOM + εpm

Variable Coefficient t-statistic p-Value

α 0.009 2.87 (0.005)
MKT 1.292 14.88 (b0.001)
SMB 0.010 0.08 (0.937)
HML −0.667 −4.85 (b0.001)
MOM 0.007 0.09 (0.929)
N 90
Adj. R2 0.813
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performance is apparent in the second subperiod, both subperiods,
and second subperiod as shown in Panel B, parts B.1, B.2, and B.3,
respectively). Finding superior future performance in both subpe-
riods indicates that the MAKE consistently identifies superior
performing firms across the entire sample period. Panel C reports
that while there is significantly positive future abnormal returns
for an investment trading strategy that uses KM information
during the early subperiod (Fama–French–Carhart alpha = 2.16;
p = 0.0372), the future abnormal return is insignificant during
the late subperiod (Fama–French–Carhart alpha = 0.75; p = 0.4569).
The significant subsequent returns during the early subperiod
of our analysis, contrasted with insignificant returns during the
late subperiod, is consistent with the market learning, during
the 2001–2004 period that KM improves subsequent operating
performance.

In summary, during the first half of our sample we find a statisti-
cally insignificant short window reaction and a statistically signifi-
cant post-MAKE-announcement upward drift. Conversely, during
the second half of our sample we find a significant short window re-
action and an insignificant post-MAKE-announcement upward drift.
In addition, we find that the MAKE identifies firms with superior
operating performance during both halves of our sample period.
Thus, the findings in Table 7 are consistent with market participants
learning to interpret the information conveyed by the MAKE award
over our sample period.

4. Sensitivity tests

4.1. Alternative analysis of abnormal short window returns

We repeat the analysis in Table 3 using firm-level instead of
portfolio-level returns. In untabulated tests we continue to find sig-
nificantly positive abnormal returns during the short window cen-
tered on the MAKE announcement day. Thus, our interpretation
from our analysis in Table 3 remains unchanged using this alternative
measure of returns.

4.2. Alternative analysis of future performance

Table 4, Panel E, reports an analysis using a univariate test. We
test the robustness of this analysis by using a regression specifica-
tion as in Table 4, Panel C, and using the 202 peer portfolios we
use in Table 4, Panel E. Specifically, we regress future performance
for our sample of MAKE winners and peer firm portfolios (matched
on industry and same percentile of total assets), on an indicator
variable for MAKE winners, past performance, total assets, and the
book-to-market ratio. In untabulated analysis we find a significantly
positive coefficient on the MAKE winner indicator variable. Thus,
our inferences in Table 4, Panel E, remain unchanged using a multi-
variate analysis.

We also test the sensitivity of our results in Table 4, Panel C, and the
alternative regression specification of Table 4, Panel E (described
above), to the inclusion of past performance by repeating the regression
analyses after omitting the past performance variable. In untabulated
results we find that the coefficient on the indicator variable for MAKE
winners remains significantly positive in both specifications. Thus, our
inferences regarding the multivariate analysis of Table 4, Panels C and
E, are unchanged when we drop past performance from the analysis.

In addition, to rule out the potential concern that our results are
influenced by companies with large R&D expenditures, we rerun
our analysis of future performance in Panel C of Table 4 after includ-
ing R&D expense as a control variable, and in untabulated analysis
find that our results are unchanged.16 Further, because Sales, General,
and Administrative (SG&A) expenses are sometimes used to surro-
gate for “organization capital”, we also rerun our analysis of future
performance in Panel C of Table 4 after including SG&A expense as a
control variable, and also find in untabulated analysis that our results
are unchanged.

4.3. Alternative specification for future returns

We repeat our future return tests in Table 5 using the Fama–
French three-factor model (i.e. after dropping the momentum
factor). In untabulated analysis we find that the coefficient on the in-
tercept remains significantly positive. Thus, our interpretation from
our analysis in Table 5 remains unchanged using this alternative
specification.

4.4. Analysis of winners with more than one award

Because it is possible to win a MAKE award more than once, we
investigate whether the market continues to react positively to firms
that have previously won an award. We partition our sample into
first-timewinners (46) and non-first-timewinners (201), and calculate
portfolio-level CARs over the five-day window surrounding the award
announcement. We find that the market reaction for the 201
non-first-timewinners is significantly positive (0.87%), but significantly
smaller (at p = 0.01) than the market reaction for the first-time win-
ners (1.56%). This indicates that the market reacts positively to
non-first-time winners, although not as strongly as to first-time win-
ners. There are several reasons why the market reacts positively to
firms that have previously won an award. Winning multiple MAKE
awards may indicate that the winning firm is continuing to make new
investments in KM initiatives and that management is excelling at
implementing these new initiatives. If the benefits from the new KM
initiatives are incremental to the benefits from the prior KM initiatives,
the market is expected to react favorably to multiple winners. In addi-
tion, over the period of our analysis themarket is likely to still be learn-
ing that KM improves performance, and that the MAKE selection
process reliably identifies firms that excel at KM. This is consistent
with our analysis that finds that the winners continue to experience
positive abnormal returns during the year following the award. This
suggests that themarketmay not fully impound the benefits of superior
KM performance during the initial winning of the award, but that sub-
sequent wins reinforce the market's confidence that management



Table 7
Investor processing of knowledge management information: capital market tests for early and late subperiods. This table reports results from repeating the tests provided in pre-
vious tables, but after splitting the entire sample period into early (2001–2004) and late (2005–2008) subperiods. Panels A, B, and C respectively report results from stock market
reaction, future operating performance, and future abnormal returns tests for the two subperiods, and these tests are equivalent to the tests reported in Tables 3, 4, and 6, respec-
tively. See the related table for more information about the tests.

Panel A: Stock market reaction to award announcement

Early period (2001–2004). N = 84 Late period (2005–2008). N = 163

Portfolio-level abnormal returns 0.76% Portfolio-level abnormal returns 1.46%
p-Value (Patell) 0.237 p-Value (Patell) 0.001
p-Value (Generalized Sign) 0.263 p-Value (Generalized Sign) b .0001
p-Value (time-series) 0.420 p-Value (time-series) 0.010
p-Value (calendar-time) 0.341 p-Value (calendar-time) 0.035

Panel B: Future operating performance tests

B.1. Regression of future performance for MAKE winners and MAKE peer firms matched on industry only

Early period (2001–2004) Late period (2005–2008)

N = 77 MAKEs; 24,269 peers N = 125 MAKEs; 27,396 peers

Future ROA Future ROE Future CFO Future ROA Future ROE Future CFO

α −0.031 −0.283 0.036 −0.023 −0.244 −0.014
(b0.001) (b0.001) (0.496) (b0.001) (b0.001) (0.007)

Winner 0.041 0.224 −0.029 0.042 0.259 0.112
(b0.001) (b0.001) (0.721) (b0.001) (b0.001) (b0.001)

PastPerformance 0.012 0.066 1.087 0.247 0.022 −0.003
(0.25) (b0.001) (0.059) (b0.001) (0.070) (0.003)

Assets 1.14E−04 9.56E−04 −1.22E−04 4.5E−05 4.6E−04 6.02E−05
(b0.001) (b0.001) (0.571) (b0.001) (b0.001) (b0.001)

BTM 1E−07 −2.8E−06 −5E−07 4.2E−06 2.59E−05 4.9E−06
(0.437) (0.334) (0.628) (0.160) (0.020) (0.106)

Adj. R2 0.004 0.002 0.001 0.097 0.000 0.001

B.2. Univariate analysis of future performance of MAKE winners compared with MAKE peer portfolios matched on industry and percentile of total assets

Early period (2001–2004). N = 77 Late period (2005–2008). N = 125

MAKEs KM peer
portfolios

Difference in
means

Wilcoxon
signed rank

MAKEs KM peer
portfolios

Difference in
means

Wilcoxon
signed rank

Mean Median Mean Median p-Value p-Value Mean Median Mean Median p-Value p-Value
Future ROA 0.023 0.015 0.012 0.011 (b0.001) (b0.001) 0.033 0.027 0.016 0.015 (b0.001) (b0.001)
Future ROE 0.052 0.044 0.025 0.029 (b0.001) (b0.001) 0.069 0.060 0.019 0.040 (0.003) (b0.001)
Future CFO 0.096 0.086 0.065 0.060 (b0.001) (b0.001) 0.104 0.100 0.067 0.068 (b0.001) (b0.001)

B.3. Propensity score matching

Early period (2001–2004) Late period (2005–2008)

N = 68 to 73 observations depending on the performance measure N = 112 to 114 observations depending on the performance measure

MAKEs Propensity
matched control

sample

Difference in
means

Wilcoxon
signed rank

MAKEs Propensity
matched control

sample

Difference in
means

Wilcoxon
signed rank

Mean Median Mean Median p-Value p-Value Mean Median Mean Median p-Value p-Value

ROA 0.024 0.018 0.013 0.009 (b0.001) (b0.001) 0.032 0.027 0.020 0.017 (b0.001) (b0.001)
ROE 0.052 0.044 0.038 0.032 (0.145) (b0.001) 0.069 0.059 0.037 0.042 (0.004) (b0.001)
CFO 0.097 0.090 0.068 0.068 (b0.001) (0.021) 0.101 0.098 0.096 0.077 (0.696) (0.219)

Panel C: Future abnormal return analysis

Early period (2001–2004). N = 42 Late period (2005–2008). N = 48

Coefficient t-Statistic p-Value Coefficient t-Statistic p-Value

α 0.012 2.16 (0.037) 0.003 0.75 (0.457)
MKT 1.359 8.13 (b0.001) 1.222 14.23 (b0.001)
SMB −0.008 −0.05 (0.964) 0.002 0.01 (0.991)
HML −0.732 −3.24 (0.002) −0.190 −1.05 (0.300)
MOM −0.062 −0.44 (0.660) 0.351 3.43 (0.001)
Adj. R2 0.833 0.832
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indeed excels at KM. Finally, because KM is relatively new, it is likely to
be improving over the period of our analysis, such that the benefits
from KM, and the competition to win a MAKE award, are increas-
ing over time. If so, the benefits from KM activities are likely to
be relatively greater for the firms that win the award a subsequent
time.
4.5. Potentially confounding events

To further investigate whether confounding events can explain our
event analysis results, we drop potentially confounding events identi-
fied in EDGAR or LexisNexis Academic databases. Specifically, we
hand collect material events data from the Securities and Exchange
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Commission EDGAR filing system for each company in our sample for
two days before and two days after each MAKE award announcement
date. This procedure identifies 22 observations, out of our 247 sample
observations, with an earnings announcement, annual financial state-
ment filing, or quarterly financial statement filing events during the
five-day window centered on the award date. Using the LexisNexis Ac-
ademic database, we identify all newswires and press releases an-
nounced during the five-day event window for each of our 247
sample observations. We classify a MAKE award as confounded if dur-
ing the five-day window there is any newswire or a press release,
such as announcement that the firm repurchased shares, issued a divi-
dend, won an award (other than the MAKE), received a rating upgrade,
or received a favorable change in stock recommendation. This proce-
dure identifies 25 MAKE award observations with at least one con-
founding event (2 of which overlap with the 22 companies identified
in our EDGAR search). We then repeat the event study after excluding
these 45 observations (22 + 25 − 2) that are confounded by all the
events in any one of the two sources we use to identify confounding
events, i.e., EDGAR and LexisNexis Academic. Using that sample of 202
MAKE awards, we find a positive Mean Portfolio Cumulative Abnormal
Return of 1.40% and significant using all the statistical event tests (Patell
Z, Generalized Sign Z, Portfolio Time-Series t, and Calendar Time t).17

Next, we identify another group of potentially confounding events
by examining issuances of important press releases. In particular, we
search newswires for major press releases mentioning our MAKE
firms but that are not related to the announcement of MAKE winners
during the expanded event window. We identify 29 observations
with this type of potentially confounding event, and after removing
these observations the estimated abnormal return is 1.37% (signifi-
cantly different than zero, with the Patell Z, Calendar Time t, Portfolio
Time-Series (CDA) t, and Generalized Sign Z statistics all have
p-values b 0.05). We also identify as potentially confounding events
having a newspaper publish an article that refers to any of our
award sample firms. Accordingly, we search ten major newspapers
for articles that mention the MAKE winning companies in our sam-
ple.18 We collect these articles from Lexis.com by searching for the
companies' names in quotes.19 We then remove from our sample
any observations with a newspaper article, and repeat the abnormal
return analyses. After removing observations with at least one news-
paper article, the abnormal return becomes much stronger, with a
mean value of 2.67% (significantly different than zero, with the Patell
Z, Calendar Time t, Portfolio Time-Series (CDA) t, and Generalized
Sign Z statistics all have p-values b 0.05), more than double the ab-
normal return we estimate using the full sample. Accordingly, it
does not appear that confounding events during the award event
window explain our results.
4.5.1. Potential selection based on past performance
Although the award selection process requires the judges to evalu-

ate and select winners based on KM-related criteria, it may be possible
17 The 202 observations include the original 247 observations minus 45 observations
that are potentially confounded (where 45 observations comprise the 22 from EDGAR
plus 29 from LexisNexis Academic minus one observation that is identified from both
sources).
18 The newspapers we searched include two national newspapers (USA Today and
The Wall Street Journal) and newspapers from eight major U.S. cities. The following
newspapers are the most highly circulated newspapers for each of these major cities:
The Dallas Morning News for Dallas, Texas; The Houston Chronicle for Houston, Texas;
The Philadelphia Inquirer for Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; The New York Times for New
York, New York; The Washington Post for Washington, D.C.; Los Angeles Times for Los
Angeles, California; Chicago Tribune for Chicago, Illinois; and San Jose Mercury News
for San Jose, California.
19 We use quotes to avoid retrieving irrelevant articles. For example, we used “Cater-
pillar Inc.” to avoid retrieving articles about caterpillars. Also, when appropriate, we
used an OR connector to search for different versions of the company's name. For ex-
ample, for HP we used the following search string with the appropriate date range:
(“HEWLETT PACKARD CO” OR “HP CO” OR “H.P. CO”).
that the judges simply select firms based on past earnings or stock price
performance. First, our tests of future performance in Table 4, Panel C
include a control variable for past earnings performance. Second, we re-
peat the future performance test in Table 4, Panel C after matching our
MAKE sample by (1) industry and percentile of past ROA, (2) industry
and percentile of past ROE, and (3) industry and percentile of past
CFO.Untabulated resultsfind that our inferences are unchanged relative
to those currently reported in Table 4, Panel C, with MAKE firms signif-
icantly outperforming their matched peers (aftermatching on past per-
formance) when investigating future ROA, ROE, and CFO.

4.5.2. Alternative controls for halo effects from past performance
In our future performance tests, we control for a halo effect by

including a control variable for past performance. As an alternative
control, we also repeat those three tests after orthogonalizing future
performance to past performance. Specifically, we first regress future
performance on past performance, and then use the residual from
that regression as the dependent variable for future performance in
the tests reported in Panels C and E, and G of Table 5 (after dropping
past performance as an independent variable). Untabulated results
find that our inferences are unchanged relative to those currently re-
ported in Table 4, with MAKE firms significantly outperforming their
peers based on future ROA, ROE, and CFO.

4.6. Outlier tests

To alleviate concerns that a small number of observations could be
driving the significantly positive abnormal returns, we examine the
impact of outliers. To do this, we trim abnormal returns at different
percentiles: at 0.5% and 99.5%, at 1% and 99%, and at 2% and 98%. The
abnormal returns after applying these trimming levels are 1.34%,
1.33% and 1.22% respectively. The Patell Z, Calendar Time t, Portfolio
Time-Series (CDA) t, and Generalized Sign Z all have p-values of b0.05
for all levels of trimming. In summary, we find that the average
abnormal return continues to be significantly positive for all three
levels of trimming.

5. Summary and extensions

We investigate the stock price and performance implications of
KM by examining the short window stock market reaction and future
performance of companies receiving the “Most Admired Knowledge
Enterprise” (MAKE) award, which recognizes companies with superi-
or KM abilities. We find that during the five days surrounding the
award announcement, MAKE winners experience 1.23% abnormal
stock returns. We also find that MAKE winners surpass their peers
in terms of operating performance during the year subsequent to
winning the award, that equity analysts are relatively more likely to
make significant upward revisions to MAKE winners' earnings fore-
casts during the month following the award, and that abnormal
returns are positive for the MAKE winners over the year following
the announcement of the award. In addition, we find evidence consis-
tent with market participants learning about the valuation implica-
tions of a MAKE award over the period of our analysis.

Taken together, our study contributes to the literature in two
ways. First, prior market-based research has not examined whether
KM is valued by the market, and while KM investments are growing
rapidly, there is controversy surrounding their ability to increase
share value. However, we find evidence that excellence in KM leads
to higher stock prices. Second, we examine the market reaction to
the issuance of an award, based on the Delphi Method, to draw infer-
ences about whether and how the market values KM. Specifically, our
analysis suggests that the Delphi method can be used as a group de-
cision support system to gather information and opinion from experts
to provide value to the markets. Thus, our research provides evidence
on how information generated outside of the firm can be used in the
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price discovery process regarding the value of information systems.
Professional organizations (such as those issuing the MAKE award)
can provide investors and information intermediaries such as ana-
lysts with value relevant information about technology (and other)
investments that are inherently difficult for market participants to
value. This is consistent with these institutions playing an economi-
cally valuable role in firm valuation.

This last finding also suggests that the Delphi method could be
used to capture information about the adoption of other technologies,
processes or organizational forms adopted by firms. Finally, the
Delphi approach used by MAKE could be extended to other similar
approaches, such as fuzzy Delphi (e.g., Ishikawa et al. [23]) or analytic
hierarchy process (e. g., Saaty [37]), which also may result in the abil-
ity to generate information that creates abnormal returns.
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